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Computer Methods 1n Blocking and 
Train Operations Strategies 
Waheed Siddiqee and Donato A. D'Esopo, stanford Research Institute, 

Menlo Park, California 

This paper presents a set of computer-aided methods for developing 
blocking and train operations strategies for railroad networks. These 
methods are iterative processes in which complex, judgmental decisions 
are made by experienced railroad operators and extensive, repetitive 
calculations are performed by a computer. By using these methods, rail
road operators can compare the consequences of various blocking and 
train operations strategies in terms of such measures as car switching, 
yard loading, block size, car-kilometers, ton kilometers, train-kilometers, 
and the like, which are calculated by the computer; operators can then 
develop efficient blocking and train operations strategies. 

The blocking and train operations strategies currently 
used by various railroad companies have taken years of 
professional experience, judgment, and knowledge to 
develop. However, because of mergers, railroad net
works have become increasingly extended and complex, 
and network conditions and demand patterns have been 
changing continuously. Blocking strategies thus tend to 
lag behind the real-world situation by even a year or two 
and create a need to be constantly reviewed and revised. 

One outstanding example of such a need occurred re
cently when Congress charged the U.S. Railway Associa
tion (USRA) with the responsibility of developing a sys
temwide operating and management plan for the rail op
erations of the Consolidated Rail Corporation (Conrail). 
A key element of USRA' s approach to this problem was 
to develop detailed schemes for blocking railroad cars 
and forming trains, as well as for routing and scheduling 
these trains within the network both on rail lines and 
through the yards. 

To get some idea of the magnitude of the problem, 
consider the following statistics about the Conrail net
work. It has about 32 200 km (20 000 miles) of track, 
part of which is double; it handles approximately 40 000 
cars per day, including both loaded and empty cars; and 
it has 500 to 600 distinct origins and destinations (actu
ally many more when considered in detail). With such a 

large network and so much activity, it is obviously ex
ceedingly difficult and laborious to analyze and develop 
blocking and train operations strategies purely manually. 

On the other hand, the interrelations among the de
mand patterns, the car blocking, the train routing, and 
the constraints on rail tracks and yards are inherently 
so complex that the logic of forming blocks and trains 
cannot realistically be stated in sufficiently concrete 
steps for purely automatic generation of blocking and 
train operations strategies. Consequently, USRA needed 
a method by which complex judgmental decisions could 
be made by experienced railroad operators but the ex
tensive and tedious calculations would be performed by 
a computer. 

The resulting method, the subject of this paper, was 
developed by a team of researchers from USRA and Stan
ford Research Institute (SRI) and was used extensively in 
developing both the preliminary and the final plans for 
the Conrail system . However, because the method and 
the computer programs described in this paper are so 
general, they have also successfully been used to analyze 
and develop suitable blocking and train operations strat
egies for other railroad networks. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

In its basic form, our blocking and train operation prob
lem can be stated as follows: Given a railroad network 
in terms of the origin-destination (0-D) nodes (yards) 
and the connecting links (tracks) and given the 0-D de
mand data on railroad cars, we wanted to develop an ef
ficient blocking and operations strategy for the movement 
of railroad cars. 

Unfortunately, no single criterion of efficiency can be 
realistically defined for comparing various alterna
tives. However, operators used the following typical 
attributes of blocking and train operations strategies 
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to compare various alternatives: 

1. Total number of car handlings the system has; 
2. Number of times cars are switched before reach

ing their destinations; 
3. Number of cars that are switched at various nodes; 
4. Number and sizes of the blocks that are made at 

various yards; 
5. Total train-kilometers, car-kilometers, train 

hours, car hours, and ton kilometers there are on a per 
day basis; and 

6. Number of trains per day, cars per day, tons per 
day there are on various links. 

By studying such measures as those noted above, ex
perienced operators can develop an efficient blocking 
and train operations strategy after a few iterations. It 
is, of course, possible to translate the above attributes 
into a common set of units, for instance, delays or 
costs. However, defining suitable equivalent delays or 
costs for various attributes is quite a difficult task and 
may even be misleading, because certain attributes can
not realistically be treated on an equivalent basis. We 
therefore calculated the various measures individually 
and used them as a set of criteria for comparing various 
alternatives. 

METHODOLOGY 

For a given network and 0-D data, there are two ap
proaches for developing blocking and train operations 
strategies: (a) the blocking strategies are developed for 
all nodes simultaneously, and the resulting blocks are 
then combined to form trains; (b) the blocking strategies 
are first developed for the extremity nodes, which gen
erally do not have any transit traffic, and then trains 
from these nodes are designed to carry the developed 
blocks to the various destination nodes. Blocking strat
egies are then developed for the set of nodes next to the 
extremity nodes. 

The blocking strategies for this second set account 
for any cars sent to these nodes from the extremity nodes 
for further movement. Trains are then developed from 
this next set of nodes to carry the designed blocks to the 
respective destination nodes. This process of developing 
blocks and then trains at a small set of nodes at each 
stage is continued until all the cars have been moved to 
their destinations. 

The advantage of the first approach is that a signifi
cant amount of information related to system car han
dlings, block sizes, and yard loadings becomes avail
able during the first stage. The second stage then pro
vides the information related to train-kilometers, ton 
kilometers, and the like (although our program was 
based on the mile). In the second approach this informa
tion becomes available in partial steps, and the whole 
process has to be completed before systemwide data can 
be established. 

In view of the advantage mentioned above and the ease 
with which the process can be computerized, the first 
approach was selected by the SRI-USRA team to develop 
the strategies. Figure 1 indicates the overall logic and 
interrelationship of the blocking strategy analysis and 
development process. Figure 2 indicates the overall 
logic and interrelationship of the train operations analysis 
and development process. The following steps are asso
ciated with the development of blocking and train opera
tions strategies. (.It should be noted here that all the 
calculations were carried out in customary, rather than 
metric units; these have not, then, been converted, but 
metric equivalents have been noted where applicable.) 

1. A suitable representation of the railroad network 
was prepared. For example, to develop the preliminary 
system plans, the bankrupt railroad network in the North
east and Midwest was represented by 147 nodes, 23 junc
tion points, and 246 links . Later, a more detailed repre
sentation with 494 nodes and 650 links was developed to 
conduct more detailed analyses and to develop the final 
system plan. 

2. An 0-D table giving average daily traffic between 
pairs was prepared. 

3. The designer manually prepared a preliminary 
blocking strategy, based on experience and on study of 
the network and the 0-D table, for each node. In a later 
version of the program, a preliminary blocking strategy, 
based on some heuristic rules, was generated automati
cally. Specifying the bloc king strategy for each node in
cludes (a) the destinations of various blocks to be made 
at the node and (b) the destinations of other groups of 
cars to be included in each block. For example, the de
signer may specify that at node 1 he or she wishes to 
make a block destined for node 53, containing cars for 
nodes 53, 54, 74, and 89; another block destined for node 
87, containing cars for destination nodes 87, 90, 91, and 
so forth. All destinations are to he accounted for, Note 
that the designer need only specify the destination of the 
nodes included in each block. The actual number of cars 
in each block is automatically calculated by a program 
based on the 0-D table, as discussed below. The de
tails of the exact format for specifying blocking strategy 
are explained elsewhere (1, 2). 

4. The specified blocking strategies for all the nodes 
are put into the blocking strategy analysis program, 
which uses the specified strategies along with the 0-D 
file stored in the computer. The program is designed to 
calculate the number of cars in each block by adding not 
only all cars originating at the node for the destinations 
included in the block but also all the cars sent to the node 
by other nodes through the specified strategy. The spec
ifications of blocking strategies for each node in com -
bination with the 0-D table uniquely determine several 
operating characteristics through simple mathematical 
relationships, such as number of car switchings at each 
node, number of cars switched how many times, block 
sizes made at each node, and total system switchings. 
These data are used to analyze the proposed blocking 
strategy. The program also generates and stores a 
block file in the computer to be used with train formation 
and a road statistics analysis program. The designer 
can modify the blocking strategy by using an editing pro
gram and can rerun the program many times to accom
plish a satisfactory strategy. 

5. After a few iterations, when the blocking strategy 
has been refined to the satisfaction of the designer (the 
yard loadings are satisfactory; the number of car 
switchings is acceptable; and the block sizes are satis
factory), he or she manually combines various blocks 
generated by the proposed blocking strategy into trains 
and specifies a route for each train. The designer may 
also specify the departure time of each train. The for
mats for specifying these data are included in our other 
papers (1, 2). 

6. These manually generated routing and departure 
time data are then applied to the train formation and road 
statistics generation program. Specification of the train 
composition (blocks in each train) and routing in combi
nation with network details (link length in miles or travel 
times) uniquely determines several operational charac
teristics through simple mathematical relationships, for 
example train-miles, car-miles, ton miles, and trains 
per link. These operational characteristics are used to 
analyze the proposed train formation and routing strate
gies. The designer can modify the composition, routing, 



and scheduling of trains and can rerun the program many 
times to accomplish a satisfactory set of trains. 

Completion of the above steps results in a set of 
blocking tables and trains for each yard that is realistic 
because it has been defined by experienced designers and 
is efficient because the various performance attributes 
calculated by the computer have been used by the de
signe1·s to select the strategies. In a related effort, a 
detailed yard simulation prog1·am (1, 3) was also devel
oped and used to study the yard operations in finer de
tail; this ensured that the loadings imposed on various 
yards as a result of the selected blocking strategies were 
feasible. 

EXAMPLES OF PROGRAM OUTPUTS 

As indicated earlier, the computer programs associated 
with blocking and train operations strategies calculate 
several performance attributes for these strategies spec-

Figure 1. Blocking strategy analysis and development process. 
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ified by the designer. Examples of several outputs are 
presented for content and format, and those discussed 
under car handling and blocks and block sizes below are 
produ'ced by the blocking analysis program; those dis
cussed under block routing and train and link statistics 
are produced by the train analysis program. 

System wide Car-Handling Output 

Systemwide car-hancUing output gives the total number of 
cars switched and how many times. It also gives the 
total number of system switchings and the total number 
of switchings in all intermediate yards. These system
wicte figures are very helpful in comparing blocking 
strategies quickly on a systemwide basis. A sample 
output is shown in Figure 3. 

According t.o this figur e 6774 cars we1·e halldled once 
(either once at the origin or once at the destination)' 
13 176 cars were handled twice (once at the origin and 
once at the destination); 13 752 cars were handled three 
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Figure 2. Train and road statistics analysis and MAN'S PART MACHIN E S PART 
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times (once at the origin, once at an intermediate yard, 
and once at the destination), and so on. The total han
dlings, 90 576, is the sum of 6774 + 2 (13 176) + 3 
(13 752) + 4 (3730) + 5 (250) + 6 (4). The total excess 
handlings, 21 978, is the sum of 13 752 + 2 (3730) + 3 
(250) + 4 (4) and gives the total number of intermediate 
yard car handlings not including the handlings at the 
origin or destination. 

Indi victual Flow-Handling Oul1mt 

This output gives the number of times cars are handled 
(switched) before reaching a destination from various 
origins. The program is designed to print any selected 
data specified by the designer. Figure 4 shows a portion 
of the flow-handling output associated with destination 
nodes 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, and 37. It is assumed that 
cars are handled once at the origin node, once at the 
destination node, and once at each intermediate node 
(yard). Thus, considering the flows associated with 
destination node 35 (Grandview), all cars from node 3 
destined for node 35 are handled once at node 3, once at 
intermediate node 34, and once at destination node 35. 
The numbers (Figure 4) in the columns give the products 
of the numbers of cars times the number of handlings. 
The 21 cars from nodes 3 to 35 are handled three times; 
therefore, the number of car haudlings !1·0111 this .flow is 
63, as indicated. Similar remarks apply to other flows. 

From this output, the designer can spot flows that are 
handled too many times. For example, referring again 
to Figure 4, the flows from node 58 to node 35 are 
switched at three intermediate nodes, at nodes 57, 49, 
and 34, before reaching node 35. The designer may wish 
to improve his or her strategy by checking lhe blocking 

strategies for nodes 34, 49, and 57. 
If the designer does not want a switching count at cer

tain yards (in case the block is being delivered to an in
terchange yard to be switched by other railroads), he or 
she may specify the node numbers of all such yards as 
inputs to the program. The program will not count 
switchings at all these specified yards. Exact details of 
this feature are explained in the user's manual for net
work analysis computer programs (?_). 

Yard-Loadings Output 

This output gives the number of cars handled at each yard 
as a result of the prepared blocking strategy. Displayed 
are the numbers of inbound cars, outbound cars, local 
cars, and cars in transit, and the total number of cars 
switched at every yard. A breakdown of loaded and empty 
cars is also indicated, as well as the weight in tons. A 
sample output showing the loadings for some selected 
yards is given in Figure 5. 

Blocks and Block Sizes Output 

This output is one of the most useful. It gives a list of 
all the blocks made at each node, together with the num -
ber of loaded and empty cars and total weights. A sam
ple output showing blocks made at nodes 1 through 5 is 
given in Figure 6. This output gives the designer a com
plete picture of block sizes, contents, and weights for 
each node resulting from his or her proposed strategy. 
Some blocks may be found to contain too many or too few 
cars. If so, the designer can then revise his or her 
strategy on the basis of this information and rerun the 
program until satisfactory block sizes have been formed. 



Block-Routing Review Outputs 

These outputs are intended basically to help the designer 
find out if the complete movement of each block has been 
specified correctly (for instance, if some blocks were 
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overlooked or some were set out but not picked up). Be
cause of the large number of blocks involved, say, 
around 2000 blocks in the network under consideration, 
and the hundreds of trains to be specified, it almost al
ways happens, particularly in the first go round, that 

Figure 3. Sample output of 
systemwide car handling. 

CAR HANDLINGS FOR STRATEGY CONRAIL 2A-BS 12 FEB 75 

Figure 4. Sample output of 
flow handling. FLO• t1,0mL 1N(';S '°" C:.Tl-U.Hf.Y CONPAIL ?A•8c; I 2 F EP 75 7!;,,/0L,/l R • In.lo. Ir. 

OE<;l ]NAT ]UN OPflilN LOAO' E t.iPT If 5 fAh'c; CAR<:.•H.Hilll l~G<; ---linr11M~1·1ti1~ TA~ll~---

32 OAYTON J? OA Y TClN l 5 1 • I• 

33 c;PR IP..G .. T fl Jn C::HAFIONI/ I LL 29 54 N) I t6 
31 ~Ph' J ttGF I EL 0 3 J ] 

J4 BUCK[Yt 34 fl.UCKfYf 5 s 
35 GRANOV It W 3 FXEPMONT Io 11 7 I 0) 34 

12 CH I CAC.O )~ H 46 I 3• )4 
14 C'OLHOUR 5 17 22 44 
JO SHARON\' Ill 22 I 6 40 PO 
)' GR.IND\11 EW 5) 26 HI RI 
JO <;T ANL [Y ]4 30 H 
so FA I l-ILAN[ <5 26 ~? 
SP r.,1, Tf''WAY 0 5 <S 57 4Q ]4 
O I A~HTABULA 14 IS •5 51 

"' ffJ If II 12 4P '" SJ 

Figure 5. Sample output of yard loadings. 
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Figure 6. Sample output of blocks and block sizes. 
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Figure 7 . Sample output of block routing review. 

Number of Number of 
Block Block Loaded Empty ' Trains in Which 
Origin Destination Cars Cars Tons Block Wa s Carried 

l 2 0 4 138 BT2(2) 

206 BTl (1) 
Transfer Node 

1 3 1 4 I 
16 20 20 2403 llCl (9) 21 BAJ (32) 

Dashes in this 
/column indicate no 

239 
block movement at all 

4 7 2 1 

4 10 34 17 3777 BB7 (16) 

~Dashes in th i s and 
other columns on 

6 58 10 20 1622 AC7(92)51------the righL-hand ,;i d ~ 

indicate partial 
movement 

Figure 8. Sample output of beginning portion of train statistics. 
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Figure 9. Sample output of beginning portion of link statistics. 
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some blocks are overlooked, set out but not picked up, 
or assigned to more than one train simultaneously. The 
program checks each block in the blocking table, follows 
its movement in accordance with the specified trains and 
their routes, and flags whenever there is an incomplete 
journey of a block or a block has been assigned to more 
than one train. Figure 7 shows a sample of this output. 

Train and Link Statistics Outputs 

The specification of blocks for various trains, together 
with routing of the trains-in combination with link tables, 
link lengths, and link transit times-uniquely defines 
many statistics associated with trains and links: train
miles, car-miles, ton miles, train hours, car hours, 
trains per link per day, cars per link, and car-miles 
per link. The program has been designed to calculate 
several of these values, which are printed in two sets of 
tables. The first set is arranged with reference to trains 
and the second with reference to links. Figure 8 shows 
a portion of the output with reference to trains. The 
symbols L, E, and T under the headings of cars or car
miles refer to loaded, empty, and total cars. Figure 9 
shows the beginning portion of the output, referring to 
each link. 

USEFULNESS OF THE METHOD 

The method and computer programs discussed in this 
pa.per can be used for the following purposes: 

1. Development of efficient blocking strategies so 
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that systemwide and individual car handlings are not ex
cessive; 

2. Appropriate distribution of the switching load at 
various system yards so that each yard's share in the 
switching load is consistent with its capabilities; and 

3. Development of suitable train compositions and 
routings so that link loadings are not excessive. 

In addition to the above purposes, the method could, 
for example, be used to study overall system effects of 
closing yards, downgrading or upgrading mainlines, and 
opening yards. It is also possible to test the system wide 
effects of major changes in operating philosophy on yard 
and mainlines, such as the effects of short and long 
trains. 

AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

The methods and the computer programs in their present 
forms are valuable for analyzing and developing system
wide operating plans, but there is room for modification 
and improvement. Under an extended research contract, 
SRI is currently adding a feature to trace the movement 
of selected traffic flows from origin to destination in 
terms of time spent in waiting in the origin yard, in tran
sit on road, in intermediate yards for switching, and in 
waiting to be set out and picked up, until arrival at the 
destination. This will give the designer additional in
formation regarding the individual and system wide travel 
times of various cars. These data will also be helpful 
in comparing various blocking and train formation strate
gies in terms of car hours and delivery times. 
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Some other possible improvements in the present pro
gram are as follows: 

1. Developing an improved automatic blocking strat
egy process; 

2. Developing a technique to combine blocks and form 
trains automatically; 

3. Developing a cost model to compare various strat
egies on a cost basis; and 

4. Converting the whole system to time sharing with 
interacting blocking strategy and train editing capabili
ties. 

The above is only a partial list, and several other 
features have been suggested during the course of the 
project. We hope that the present programs can even
tually be augmented, by incorporating all the significant 
features, so that a highly efficient and useful tool will be 
available for railroad operators. 
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Inveniory Modei of the Railroad 
Empty-Car Distribution Process 
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Institute of Technology 

Techniques to improve freight-car fleet use are of considerable interest 
to the railroad industry. One potentially high improvement area is the 
disposition of empty cars within the network. This paper reports the 
first results of inventory control applied to one aspect of the process, 
namely the sizing of empty-car inventories at points in the network. 
First we evaluate existing techniques for distributing empty cars on a 
rail network. These techniques deal primarily with optimizing empty
car movements from areas of surplus to areas of deficit. To account for 
variations in supply and demand, we designed a discrete event simulation 
model that can determine optimum inventory level, for a single terminal 
area, as a function of (a) daily supply variations, (b) daily demand varia
tions, and (c) cost of holding a car in a terminal awaiting loading com
pared to cost of having no car available to satisfy shipper demand. A 
first attempt to use the model to evaluate the performance of an actual 
railroad terminal area indicates that excessive inventories are maintained 
in surplus terminal areas. The applicability of the model to a real rail
road operating situation is also demonstrated. 

Empty-car distribution is an unavoidable problem for 
most railroads, because demand and supply are typi
cally unbalanced in any given region. Thus, surpluses 
and deficits at terminal areas are inevitable, and some 
mechanism must be employed to move cars from points 
where they are not needed to points where they are. 

Shippers feel the impact of the distribution mechanism 
directly. Car availability will largely be determined 
by the ability of the railroad to efficiently move cars 
from surplus to deficit areas. 

This recurring need to manage and monitor car move
ment has come to dominate current empty-car distribu-

tion processes. The techniques used to allocate cars 
usually employ standard static optimization methods 
and thus rely on the hypothesis that levels of supply and 
demand will not vary significantly. Variations, how
ever, do exist, and one of them is periodic shortages 
caused by railroads unreliably routing cars from surplus 
to deficit areas. 

Some empty-car distribution practices have evolved 
to cope with this problem; individual terminal distribu
tors, for example, often maintain an inventory of empty 
cars to protect against the uncertainties of supply and 
demand. Still, since distribution mechanisms seldom 
consider inventory levels, no strategy for determining 
appropriate inventory levels has yet been proposed, 
and costs to the railroad incurred by wasted car days 
or lost loads due to shortage can be directly related to 
these levels. 

This report evaluates the theoretical implications 
and tests the methodology of one strategy for deter -
mining inventory level in a railroad operating en
vironment. The proposed strategy grew naturally from 
our reexamination of the empty-car distribution process 
from the perspective of the local or terminal decision 
maker. Several theoretical solutions to the empty-car 
distribution problem, such as existing network models 
that determine flow rules, are contrasted with a theo
retical construct of the need for empty-car inven
tories. 

A discrete event simulation model of empty-car 




